Experimental study and numerical estimation of current changes in electroosmotically pumped microfluidic devices.
Electroosmotic flow (EOF) was investigated in microfabricated fluidic devices using the current monitoring technique. Current changes ranging from 50 to 130 pA/s were detected. These observations indicate that in microfluidic devices with small reservoir volumes, electrolysis of water influences the fluid transport, giving rise to changes in pH and increase in concentration of ionic species in the fluidic system. As a result of the electrolysis and associated increment in ion concentration, the thickness of the Debye layer and surface potential vary, affecting the overall migration behavior of the solution. The magnitude of EOF and the electrophoretic properties of molecules can no longer be treated as constant/invariant. These temporal anomalies are undesirable during analytical separations and in fluid control applications. A numerical analysis of the impact of the continuous ionic strength increase on the EOF dynamics is presented using well-established conduction and EOF theories. The numerical results are found to be in good agreement with the observed current changes. These results indicate that to improve assay reproducibility, monitoring the electric current is an effective tool to determine whether electrolytic reactions are taking place. Our work also serves to test the numerical accuracy of EOF theories and models.